We readily suppose an object may continue individually the same, though several times absent from and present to the senses; and ascribe to it an identity, notwithstanding the interruption of the perception, whenever we conclude, that if we had kept our eye or hand constantly upon it, it would have conveyed an invariable and uninterrupted perception.


There is a long-standing view that the notion of objecthood is one of the fundamental structures of human thought. Physical objects are a major focus of human attention in the first year of life, and structure visual attention in adults. We present a new theory of the ‘object-concept’ in infancy, drawing inspiration from ideas developed in the study of adult visual attention. According to our framework, a key component of object cognition is an internal representation which functions as an ‘index’ to a physical object in the world. Just as a finger that points at something conveys no information about the nature of what it points at, so too an ‘object index’, in our account, is an entirely abstract representation that conveys no information about the properties of the object involved.

Objects and indexes

Although making best use of our limited processing resources demands selective attention, it is likely that attention can span more than a single object at a time.
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 Without this, it would be hard to compare, or grasp a relation between, two or more objects. Our cognitive design may allow a compromise in which a small set of objects can be simultaneously attended to. In fact, we will suggest that our object indexing mechanism is limited to four indexes.

Indexing forms the basis for the infant’s object concept through its role in the individuation, identification and enumeration of physical objects. Individuation establishes the notions ‘single object’ and ‘more than a single object’, while identification establishes the notion ‘self-same one’. Existing evidence (reviewed below) suggests that infants have a limited ability to enumerate sets of ‘simultaneously individuated’ objects. We hypothesize that object indexing is the basis of the infant’s limit on enumeration.

According to our model, the infant brain can simultaneously track a small set of physical objects, assigning to each object a ‘pointer’ from a small set of mental indexes. Because an index does not provide information about the properties of the object at which it points, property information has to be associated with or ‘bound’ to the index.

The ‘object concept’ as a mechanism of attention

According to Piaget, infants cannot represent objects unless they are currently perceived; consequently, occlusion annihilates objects for infants. Bower argued instead that infants’ responses to appearing and disappearing objects reflect immature attempts to assign, or to re-assign, numerical identities to the objects. Studies of visual attention in infancy have supported Bower’s general view. Even young infants continue to attend to occluded objects, to attribute properties to hidden objects, to apprehend physical objects as cohesive bounded three-dimensional volumes that trace continuous paths in space and time, to attribute causal roles to objects in dynamic interactions, and to represent the numerosity of small sets of objects.

We analyze the development of the ‘object concept’ as the development of mechanisms of object-based attention. We first introduce our notion of object indexing, and review key ideas from the adult visual attention literature that inform our model; we then apply the model to recent infancy findings.

Object indexing

The central idea in our framework is the notion of an ‘object index’. We hypothesize a number of properties.

First, an object index is a mental token that functions as a pointer to an object.

Second, an index does not inherently represent any of the properties or features of the object pointed at. A finger can point at an object but the finger itself does not say whether the object is red or green, what shape it has, or what kind of object it is. Likewise, an object index is an entirely abstract representation of what it points at. If featural or property information is to accompany the object representation, such information must be specifically associated with or ‘bound’ to the index.

Third, there is a mechanism of selective attention and is therefore resource-limited: available indexes form a small fixed set. Although we are unsure how many indexes infants have available, we believe that it is not more than four. We hypothesize that object indexes play an important role in infant sensitivity to the specific number of objects in small sets.

Fourth, indexes are assigned to objects primarily by location. Although indexes are assigned by location, they are not assigned to the locations themselves but to the objects in the locations.

There are four basic principles of index assignment: (1) a distinct object can attract only a single index; (2) once assigned, an index sticks to the object even as the object moves through different locations in space; (3) distinct indexes may be assigned to objects if and only if the objects occupy distinct locations in space; (4) because there is a small number of indexes, they need to be reused. An already assigned index must be de-assigned before it can be used with a new object.

If locational information is unavailable or ambiguous, then index assignment can be determined by property information. This might not be possible early in development.

The idea of an object-indexing process that picks out an individual object by location, but that disregards featural properties of the object, recalls two sets of ideas from the visual attention literature. First are recent theories of object-based visual attention mechanisms, most notably, Pylyshyn’s ‘FINST’ theory (see Box 1) and Kahneman and Treisman’s ‘object file’ theory (see Box 2). Second is the distinction between the ‘what’ and the ‘where’ systems of visual processing.

In Box 2 we described the ‘what’ system as a pointer to an object. If featural information is to be compared, the system acts as a ‘feature detector’. If locational information is unavailable or ambiguous, then index assignment can be determined by property information. For all these reasons, we assume that the ‘where’ system plays a fundamental role in object indexing (Fig. 1A).

We assume that the object indexing system allows a small number of objects to be indexed simultaneously. The indexes provide immediate access to the objects’ locations, even though the objects may be in motion. In the case of occluded objects, the indexes allow access to the approximate location of the object (e.g. they point to ‘somewhere behind the occluder’). We also assume that the initial assignment of indexes to objects, that is, object individuation, is determined on the basis of the locations objects occupy. Finally, the indexes by themselves do not encode information about the nature of the objects they index (e.g. they do not provide featural information). For all these reasons, we assume that the ‘where’ system plays a fundamental role in index assignment (Fig. 1A).

Studies of adult visual attention have also uncovered relevant properties of the ‘what’ system. For example, a visual object that differs by a single feature or ‘texton’ from its background (e.g. a green circle among red circles) can be detected rapidly, pre-attentively, without effort, and independently of the number of distractors by a parallel search process. This is called visual ‘pop-out’.

By contrast, the detection of a target that is defined by a conjunction of features (e.g. a green circle among green crosses and red circles) or by the absence of a feature (e.g. at O among O’s)
Box 1. The ‘FINST’ visual indexing theory

Visual attention imposes a limitation on our capacity to process visual information, but it is not clear at the outset what the limits are for characterizing this limitation. It was traditionally assumed, or argued, that attention simply narrows various types of visual processing to certain areas of the visual field – in the manner of a spotlight or a zoom-lens. It has recently been demonstrated, however, that there must also be an object-based component to visual attention, in which attentional limitations are characterized in terms of the number of pre-attentively defined discrete objects that can be simultaneously processed24,32.

Many theories have attempted to explain how objects are individuated and continuously represented by processes of visual attention (e.g. Treisman’s object file theory; Box 2). Pylyshyn’s ‘FINST’ theory of visual indexing28,32 complements these other theories by attempting to describe the mechanism by which the earliest object-based representations are realized.

In order to detect even simple geometrical properties among the elements of a visual scene (e.g. being inside, or being collinear), Pylyshyn28 argues that the visual system must be able to simultaneously refer to, or ‘index’, multiple objects. Similarly, although focal attention can be scanned in a prescribed direction until it finds objects, it cannot focus on a particular object unless the location of that object has already been indexed. Pylyshyn’s model is based on visual indexes that can be pre-attentively assigned to various items in the visual field, and serve as a means of access to those items for higher-level processes that allocate focal attention. In this regard, they function like pointers in a computer data structure; they reference certain items in the visual field (identifying them as ‘pointers’) without themselves accessing the properties of those objects.

The visual indexes in Pylyshyn’s theory were historically called ‘FINSTs’ (‘Fingers of INSTantiation’) because physical fingers work in an analogous way. Even if you do not know anything at all about what is located at the place that your fingers are touching, you are still in a position to determine such things as whether the object that finger number 1 is touching is to the left of or above the object that finger number 2 is touching. The same is true if an indexed item in the visual field moves, as long as the location of that object has already been indexed.

FINSTs are sticky; if an indexed item in the visual field moves, the FINST moves with it. FINSTs become a processing priority to the indexed items, and processes of focal attention can thus be applied to the ‘possibly moving’ items without first engaging in a serial search for them (Ref. j; J.M. Intriligator, PhD thesis, Harvard University, 1997).

Several different experimental tasks have been used to provide support for the FINST indexing framework, including evidence from multiple-object tracking, subliminal visual search, and the line-motion illusion29. Of particular relevance here is the recent demonstration that the FINST indexing system recognizes and makes allowances for occlusion, suggesting that the indexes operate on perceptual representations rather than retinally-based representations28.
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The distinction between 'what' and 'where' neural systems may underpin the functional distinction between, respectively, the identification and individuation of perceptual objects. The exact relationship between neural systems and functional models of attention, however, remains unclear. Nevertheless, the developing integration of these neural systems should be a prime suspect in accounting for the world changes. Each time an object's properties change, the new state of the object is compared with the previous state of the object. If these two states are similar enough, then the object is seen as continuous, and the object file is updated appropriately. If the two states are dissimilar enough, however, then the previous object file decays, and a new object file is opened to represent the 'new' object.

Initially, when an object file is first 'opened', it contains only spatiotemporal information about the object's location. Later in on-line processing, however, further featural properties (e.g., the object's color or shape) may be added to the file. Further, object files are quite distinct from LTM representations. They store information about objects' properties, but the files as wholes are added or deleted only by location, and will quickly decay once the corresponding objects leave the visual field. Object files do, however, survive motion and apparent motion, while the question of occluded motion has not been studied.

The 'object file' theory of visual indexing

Box 2. The 'object file' theory of visual indexing
Like Pylyshyn's 'FINST' visual indexing theory (Box 1), Kehneman and Treisman's object-file theory attempts to describe the nature of object-based representations of visual attention. (Note that we assume, as do Kahneman and Treisman, that visual indexing and object files are both parts of a single indexing system.)

One traditional idea in psychology is that visual stimuli are identified as objects when their visual projections activate semantic representations in long-term memory (LTM): Visual experiences, on this view, consist simply in various shifting patterns of this type of LTM activation. Treisman and her colleagues have proposed a highly regarded model of the mind, and noted that it has a number of distressing shortcomings. It appears to be the case, for instance, that objects can be perceived and tracked through space even when they remain unidentified. Furthermore, when objects are initially mis-identified, and later correctly recognized, there is still no reason to doubt that the object involved was the same object. 'Two identical red squares in succession may be perceived as distinct objects if the spatial-temporal gap between them cannot be bridged, but the transformation of frog into prince is seen as a change in a single visual object'. Identification of a particular object, in other words, is distinct from identification of an object in the first place.

Kahneman and Treisman have argued that an intermediate level of representation is needed to mediate this latter task. In their theoretical framework, this role is played by object files. According to their theory, attending to an object in the visual field causes a temporary representation called an object file to be created. This object file stores information about the object's properties, and this information is continually updated when the world changes. Each time an object's properties change, the new state of the object is compared with the previous state of the object file. If these two states are similar enough, then the object is seen as continuous, and the object file is updated appropriately. If the two states are dissimilar enough, however, then the previous object file decays, and a new object file is opened to represent the 'new' object.

Initially, when an object file is first 'opened', it contains only spatiotemporal information about the object's location. Later in on-line processing, however, further featural properties (e.g., the object's color or shape) may be added to the file. Further, object files are quite distinct from LTM representations. They store information about objects' properties, but the files as wholes are added or deleted only by location, and will quickly decay once the corresponding objects leave the visual field. Object files do, however, survive motion and apparent motion, whilst the question of occluded motion has not been studied.
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system, we need to modify the model in Fig. 1A (see Fig. 1B).

We listed above a number of reasons why location information plays a fundamental role in our indexing model of object individuation. The decisive reason for this design property may be learnability. Some kinds of objects can undergo radical featural changes over time while retaining their identity (e.g., snails to trees, artefacts under repair, rotating objects). Tracking identity over featural change probably allows children to learn facts about particular object kinds.

The distinction between 'what' and 'where' neural systems may underpin the functional distinction between, respectively, the identification and individuation of perceptual objects. The exact relationship between neural systems and functional models of attention, however, remains unclear. Nevertheless, the developing integration of these neural systems should be a prime suspect in accounting for changes in infant object cognition. An important step in investigating this relationship is to construct a functional model of developing object attention in infants.

A model of infant object indexing
We align hitherto separate theoretical frameworks by distilling key ideas from adult object-based attention into a model of the infant object concept. Our model's basic claim (Fig. 2) is that the individuation of a physical object entails the assignment of a mental index that points at the object. Assignment is primarily determined on spatiotemporal grounds ('individuation by location'). Featural and, more generally, property information influences the indexing process in two distinct ways: individuation-by-feature and identification-by-feature.

In our model, visual features, such as color and shape, are registered in a 'feature map'. The feature map provides indexing with two types of output. The first type of output simply tells indexing whether or not salient new features have appeared. The 'old/new' message from the feature map signifies detection of a feature difference without
Box 3. The relationship between perceptual and conceptual objecthood

One general issue raised by our approach concerns the relationship between perceptual objecthood and the concept of ‘physical object’. In the infancy literature ‘physical objects’ are countable, persistent three-dimensional volumes with mechanical properties. In the adult attention literature, the ‘objects’ studied are almost always transient, two-dimensional terrain elements produced on a cathode ray tube. What relationship should one expect between these two notions of objecthood? One possibility is that perceptual objecthood develops ‘out’ of conceptual objecthood. Another is that the two operate independently. A third possibility is that both instantiate the same mechanism that, though adapted through evolution for cognizing ‘real’ physical objects, nevertheless operates similarly on the transient entities that fit across a phosphor screen. Object indexing provides a framework for addressing this issue.

Can we simply identify object indexes with either FINSTs or object files? There are reasons to think not, so far as these theoretical entities are currently understood. Firstly, both FINSTs and object files serve to individuate perceptual episodes, whereas object indexes individuate objects as physical objects. The reappearance of a physical object from behind a screen might form a new perceptual episode – but it is not a new physical object. Secondly, in object indexing, a distinct object attracts a single index. But FINSTs can be assigned such that a given object attracts one FINST while a part of that object attracts a second FINST (when binding the variable of the predicate is part of T). Thirdly, FINSTs operate after pre-attentive visual processes but before serial focal attention to provide ‘the attentional focus information about where the items are in the visual scene’ (Ref. 4, p. 72, see also Ref. 3, Box 1). Object indexes in our framework continue to track objects that are completely occluded. In such cases, the item does not appear on the retina. In occlusion, the locational accord that the index provides might be only an approximate region. Perhaps more important than occlusion for distinguishing FINSTs and object indexes will be the time scale of indexing through occlusion. If FINSTs decay rapidly following occlusion, index objects will have to endure for relatively long periods of time.

A reappearing, previously indexed object should pull its index with it. The ‘stickiness’ of the index is needed to track the numerical identity of the object. However, stickiness is not a complex solution. Consider the situation where one or more previously indexed objects behind a screen reappear. Which one? Without consulting featural information, it is not possible to tell. Object file theory has never specified that featural information alone can cause the opening of an object file. In our model, featural information must be able to influence index assignment. However, this might be a property of a relatively mature processing system and thus occur later, in a developmental sense.
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indicating what that difference is. This limited information is sufficient to support individuation decisions. What it will not do is support identification judgments because these depend upon specifying the features. The second type of output permits identification-by-feature: specific featural information is obtained from the feature map and bound to a particular index. Feature binding occurs after index assignment (individuation), if it occurs at all.

Consider the distinction between individuation and identification: an observer watches as different objects are, one by one, removed from a bag, briefly shown, then replaced in the bag. The observer is then asked two questions: an individuation question, “How many objects were shown?” and an identification question, “What objects were shown?” The first question requires that the observer count the objects. Because they are shown one at a time, the observer must increment the count only if a new feature is perceived (so the same object is not counted twice). The observer can then discard featural information and still know the number of objects shown. Remembering that there were six objects, and remembering what each object was (a ball, a pencil, …) or what color and shape each had. The latter information, however, must be remembered in order to identify the objects and answer the second question. To answer the first question, featural information is used only to individuate the objects and is then discarded; to answer the second question – to identify the objects – featural information must be retained.

We capture the distinction between object individuation and identification in terms of feature binding. The assignment of ‘raw’ indexes alone will suffice to individuate objects. But if these objects are later to be identified, then appropriate featural information must be associated with each index.

The distinction between individuation and identification echoes the contrast drawn by Sagi and Julesz (Ref. 36, p. 620) between feature detection and feature identification. Sagi and Julesz showed that adults could rapidly count (subitize) targets that differed from a large array of distractors by a single feature (in this case, orientation). Subjects were considerably slower to discriminate whether or not the targets differed from each other. Furthermore, whereas the amount of time subjects took to count targets was not dependent on their number, the time required to discriminate among them was. Sagi and Julesz concluded that target individuation and target identification require different mechanisms. Although processing times in Sagi and Julesz’s study and in the studies of infants we examine below differ
by two orders of magnitude, a similar distinction between individuation and identification seems relevant to both.

While drawing upon theories of adult visual attention, our framework is distinct: (a) in a number of respects related to the requirements of indexing physical objects as opposed to perceptual objects (Box 3); and (b) in its focus on the development of these mechanisms.

Key findings on infants' object cognition

We now discuss some recent studies of infants from the point of view of indexing theory. All the studies used measures of infant looking-times to expected and unexpected outcomes.

A seminal study by Spelke et al. 4,37 found that young infants' individuation judgments were influenced by spatiotemporal continuity (Fig. 3). We can interpret these findings as indexing by location. Take Spelke's first condition: as the first object appears, it is assigned an index. The index sticks to the object as it moves along, disappearing and reappearing from behind each of the screens in turn (Fig. 3A, i). A single object attracts a single index. The test phase, in which the single object is seen again, concurs with indexed expectations and has little novelty (Fig. 3B, i). The two-object test (Fig. 3B, ii) requires the infant to assign a new index (by location) to the second object and consequently attracts additional attention. In the discontinuous condition (Fig. 3A, ii), the first appearance of the object attracts an index that, again, sticks as the object disappears behind the screen. But in this condition the object does not reappear. Instead, another object appears from behind the second screen. Because the first index still points to the second screen and has not traversed the gap, a new index must be assigned to the second object. Now the infant has two indexes active, which translates into an expectation for two objects. When a single object is shown in the test, the infant has two indexes active with only one of them pointing at something. The infant looks for the 'vanished' object.

Recently, Xu and Carey 34 showed infants pairs of objects by removing and replacing them from behind a screen. The objects are placed in the infants' view either two at a time (spatial condition) or alternating, one at a time (temporal condition). The objects always differ by kind (e.g. a shoe and a cup). Following familiarization, the screen is removed revealing either only one of the objects previously shown, or both objects.

In the spatial condition, 10-month-old infants looked longer when the screen revealed a single object. However, in the temporal condition, the infants looked equally at the revelation of one and two objects. They appeared unable to infer that a shoe and a cup must be distinct objects, unless they saw both objects together at the same time. When shown the cup and shoe at different times, they did not infer the presence of two distinct objects. Slightly older infants, at 12 months, successfully inferred two objects under both conditions.

Apparently, Xu and Carey's younger infants individuated only by location. Indexing theory, drawing on independently motivated notions, provides a ready explanation. Because objects are indexed by location, seeing two objects in different locations at the same time forces the assignment of two indexes; therefore two individual objects are inferred. However, the index does not automatically carry featural information. When only one object at a time is in view, only one index is assigned. The featural differences across successive appearances might be registered and remembered in the form of an additional index.
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infant’s feature map, but they do not force the assignment of distinct indexes. Under these conditions at 10 months, indexing appears to be driven by the ‘where’ and not by the ‘what’ system. By 12 months, however, the featural differences across time apparently do force assignment of a second index. One intriguing hypothesis is that the change between 10 and 12 months in these tasks reflects increased integration of ventral (‘what’) and dorsal (‘where’) neural systems.

Recent findings suggest that object individuation processes are still immature at 12 months38. Following sequential presentation of two differently shaped objects, infants looked longer when the screen revealed two objects of the same shape (Fig. 4). By 12 months, infants will assign distinct indexes based on shape differences alone. A second experiment, in which color rather than shape was manipulated, produced different results (Fig. 5). Following familiarization, infants did not look longer when the screen revealed two red disks (unexpected) compared with a red and a green disk (expected).

Although color is sometimes more salient than shape for infants39, a further experiment examined the possibility that infants fail to attend to the color of physical objects (Fig. 6). In fact, the 12-month-olds did attend to color and used the color difference to individuate the objects: if repeatedly shown same-colored objects, infants expected one object; if shown differently colored objects, they expected two. However, in neither case (Figs 5 and 6) did the infants care whether the revealed objects were of the same or different colors.

Studies of infant ‘counting’
Infants are sensitive to the numerosity of perceptual items in two-dimensional patterns, at least so long as the number of items is small. By controlling for properties that are correlated with numerosity, such as the density, area and length of arrays, looking-time studies show that infants can reliably detect the difference between sets of two and three items40–44, and can sometimes detect the difference between three and four41,45.

Wynn18 argues that five-month-old infants can count physical objects. Infants were familiarized with a single object (a doll) placed upon a small stage, and then occluded. A second doll was introduced and then added to the one behind the screen. The screen was removed to reveal either one (unexpected) or two (expected) objects. Infants looked longer at the single object than at the pair of objects. Further conditions familiarized infants to two objects on
as these show that infants possess numerical representations. Instead, the heart of any object representation might be inherently abstract, a kind of mental pointing at a ‘this’ or ‘that’. Conjectures on how to individuate physical objects may not be necessary. At five months, infants could have known they were being shown two objects, but did not expect to see two. In fact, infants did not look longer at this event. In a second condition (‘add color’), the screen revealed two differently colored objects. If infants had not registered color, then the new color should not be noticed. In fact, infants did look longer at this event. In a second condition (‘add object’), the screen revealed the two identical disks with which the infants had been familiarized. This event too attracted longer looking – about the same level as the ‘add color’ stimulus and significantly longer than in the expected color condition of the previous experiment (Fig. 5). Why did the two familiarized objects produce ‘surprise’ in the infants? Because the two familiarization objects did not differ featurewise, there was no way the infants could have known they were being shown two objects alternately rather than one object repeatedly. The infants assumed conservatively that they were seeing only a single object and did not expect to see two (Modified from Ref. 38).

In replicating Wynn’s results, Simon and colleagues found that five-month-old infants looked longer at unexpected numerosity outcomes, but did not look longer when the identities of the objects were changed unexpectedly. Translating Wynn’s and Simon et al’s results into indexing theory, numerosity is marked by the assignment of indexes to objects (specifically, indexing-by-location); true numerical representation may not be necessary. At five months, infants will index by-location without binding features; however, this prevents them from later identifying the objects by feature. Our model thus provides an explanation for Simon et al’s finding that, to young infants numerosity violation is more surprising than featural change. Data reviewed earlier suggested that infants at 10 months have limited abilities to individuate-by-feature, and that at 12 months, infants show limited ability to identify-by-feature, even following individuation-by-feature. Conclusions We have constructed a set of theoretical notions, each of which is independently grounded in adult visual attention, and have fashioned a model of the infant ‘object concept’. Although we make specific proposals, our intention is not to take up a cast-iron stance on details. It is much too early for that. Instead, we have outlined a theoretical framework that can cast existing data in a new light and suggest new approaches to old questions. The classical idea of object representations as bundles of sensations, perceptual features, or properties of any kind, might be fundamentally mistaken. Instead, the heart of any object representation might be inherently abstract, a kind of mental pointing at a ‘this’ or at a ‘that’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outstanding questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• What is the relationship between perceptual and conceptual objecthood? Are the points of contact between the literature on adult object-based attention and that on the infant object concept simply analogies, or are the same mechanisms at work in both cases? If the latter, what precise role do these mechanisms play in conceptual development? In fact, in the development of sortal concepts? Are the theoretical entities – object indexes, FINETS, and object files – the same or different? One obstacle to identifying them is that these representations have been studied at very different time scales: seconds or tens of seconds versus tens or hundreds of milliseconds. Do these different time scales merely reflect different methodologies, or do they also have theoretical significance? We have hypothesized that the ability to individuate physical objects by location comes on-line earlier in development than the ability to individuate by feature, which in turn comes on-line earlier than the ability to identify by feature. Does this sequence map onto the neural development of ‘what’ and ‘where’ visual pathways, and if so, how? In order to track the numerosity of sets of objects, do infants simply employ object indexes and not ‘true’ numerical representations, or does object indexing merely provide a mechanism whereby numerical representations can be deployed? Our model assumes, for convenience, the notion of ‘feature’. Under what circumstances do infants bind features to object representations? How does binding change with development? Are there different developmental patterns for different kinds of features (e.g. shape, size, color, other features)? Can other kinds of properties (e.g. mechanical properties, such as rigidity, solidity, cohesivevisus, perceived agency, or the property of belonging to a certain object kind), also be brought within our framework, or does the binding of these properties belong to a distinct level of cognitive architecture?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I am delighted to reveal that the response to our recent questionnaire far exceeded our expectations. The results are now being processed and will help us to improve the content and style of the journal. Many thanks to all those who participated.

The five lucky winners, who will each receive a free one-year personal subscription to Trends in Cognitive Sciences are as follows:

F. Tong, Cambridge, MA, USA
R. Ferstl, Kiel, Germany
C. Senior, London, U.K.
R.M. Liao, Taipei, Taiwan
A. Treisman, Princeton, USA

Congratulations to the lucky winners!